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Increase lead conversions 
with Bytepaper

✓ Integrate Lead Sources 

✓ Track daily call activities 

✓  Manage your sales team 

✓ Centralize data and auto-assign 

✓Set workflow automations 

✓ Track attendance from app 

✓ Track ongoing deals in stages 

✓ Get sales insights and reports
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Integrate Lead sources for auto-engagement
Connect your Lead sources via integration with Bytepaper and sync leads automatically as soon as they 
come. Save followup time - send PDFs, Proposals, Company profile, Emails, SMS & WhatsApp

Set automated triggers

Set Email, WhatsApp and SMS to trigger when 
a lead comes in.

Create templates

Create and save templates to trigger 
automatically. Set when you want to send the 
template stage-wise, day-wise etc.
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Engage leads

Engage leads as soon as they come. Data 
shows that Indiamart leads connect with the 
companies in first few minutes. Setting up 
automations increase the conversion 
chances.

Integrate

Capture leads

Sync in 
Bytepaper

Create templates

Create sales funnel

Set Triggers



Lead management & follow-ups
Centralize all your leads for your team in a single place. Auto-assign incoming leads to 
your sales team. View follow-ups and tasks, ongoing deals, converted clients and more

Upload and assign bulk data

Instantly upload bulk data from excel 
sheets. Assign data to your agents in any 
sequence.

Filter out dropped leads with reason

Agents can followup with leads and if not 
interested they can mark leads as dropped 
with a reason.
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Daily Report

Get daily performance report on how your 
agents are doing. View how many leads are 
followed and unfollowed daily.

More features



Punch-in/out for sales team
Sales agents can start the timer while starting 
their working hours every day. This helps 
regularize the attendance as they don't have to 
use another method to punch in/out.

Punch-in

Get locations with attendance

Get locations along with daily punch in/
out to track field agents and remote 
workers.

Attendance reports

Get daily/weekly/monthly attendance 
reports of all agents. View daily logins 
reports.
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Timely followup and reminders
Agents can get the lists of assigned contacts queued for follow-ups. They can quickly 
add follow-up comments after every call.

Create tasks to get reminders

Reduce the chances of missing follow-
ups with notifications. Get reminded of 
upcoming tasks and complete or 
reschedule them

Follow-up reports

Get follow-up reports of your agents. Track 
how many contacts are followed, 
unfollowed, converted, dropped or 
pending.
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Deals Pipeline
Deals pipeline lets you view ongoing deals with leads who 
are interested to buy your products in a single place. 

- A deal is a sales opportunity that can be tracked in 
Bytepaper CRM

Create deals

Create deals with your leads and clients who 
want to purchase product/services from you. 
A deal can be won or lost afterwards.

Deal activities

Track deals related activities, calls, followups, 
closure date and tasks.
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Mark deals won or lost

After successful conversion, mark your deal 
as won. You can also mark your deal as lost 
with a reason.
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More features

Centralize data for followups

Keep your bulk data in a single 
place and assign agents. Get 
follow-up comments, reminders 
and call list of your agents inside 
Bytepaper app automatically.

Work with mobile devices

Want your sales team to work on 
the go? Just download Bytepaper 
app on mobile phones and start 
working remotely. Access all the 
features.

Track agent performance

Get call report, attendance 
report, follow-up report, tasks 
reports, lead report and more 
with Bytepaper. Get activity 
dashboards and performance 
summary for better insights.

Establish a sales process

Bytepaper helps streamline your 
sales process and increases 
team’s overall performance. 
Providing easy to use workflow 
and better sales insights to reach 
goals.
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Contact for more details

Thank you


